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Discussed

Suomotu cognizance was taken on the basis of the newspaper

reports published by the Bartaman and the Statesman, both dated

l9.ll.2Ol7. The news item published by both the newspapers was that Sri

Anubrata Mondal, leader of TMC in an open meeting threatened that " if

Opposition party workers look straight at your eyes you gouge them out.

We will fix them with artificial eyes of stone. We have no dearth of stone

in the district".

A report was called for by the Commission which has since been

received fi'om the S.P., Birbhum. The news item finds corroboration from

the report of the Dy. S.P.(D&T), Birbhum which is inter alia as follows:

"Local enquiry reveals that Sri Mondal delivered his political
)

speech indicating emotional expression to give protection to his political

suppofters if anybody used to threaten them. It is further learnt from local

enquiry that it is his natural style of delivering speech as a part of his

political strategy to give safeguards for his supporters but there has been

no such incident of direct threat from his end so far".

Considering that the threat is a serious kind of violation of the civil

and political rights of the common citizen guaranteed by the Constitution

of India. I am of the opinion that a recommendation should be made

directing the police to start proceedings against Sri Anubrata Mondal

under Section 107 of the Code of CriminalProcedure.

(Justice 6irish Chondra 6upto)
Choirporson

(Noporogit Mukherjee )

l

Member
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Motter hos oppeored in newspoper from politicol speechmode by o

Politicion. Politicions in this country off ond on moke this kind of speeches

for polorizingvote bonk or tokeep their followers wormed up. There is no

report of specific violotion of humon rights. Therelore, toking into

consrderation the report of the 5.P. Birbhum, in my humble opinion the

motter moy be dropped ,71 |1

5DB

Swivedy
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lam of the viewthat Shri Anubrata Mondal made a purely political speech in

which he has not made any reference to any particular person or any individual' lt

was a political speech in general which is normally done by politicians of different

hues on the same line. I am of the view that there has been no individual violation of

Human Rights by making such speech. Therefore, considering the report of S'P"

Birbhum, I am of the opinion that the matter be dropped'


